
CHAPTER ELEVEN

General Discussion and Conclusions

This final chapter begins with a synthetic account of red-necked

wallaby social organisation, and, a comparison of reproductive

strategies and variances in reproductive success in the two sexes.

then present. a brief comparative review of ecology and group size in

macropods, which yields some evidence fa- the importance of feeding

style in limiting group size. 	 This is followed by some wirier

comparisons and arguments on sex-differences in dispersal and

phi lopatry in mammals: on the role of home range overlap among females

in shaping some fundamental characteristics of male reproductive

behaviour: and on the influence of home range overlap among females on

the consequences of competiUon for resources between them,

11.1 Synthesis : social organisation of the red-necked wallaby

Although red-necked wallabies in my study area have rather small

home ranges (median-l.2  ha), the high density at which they live (on

average, 48 wallabies per km (-) ensures That. their home ranges overlap

extensively. A simple calculation - population d ensity multiplied by

home range size, to give Damuth's (l9 M) - shows that. the average

point, on the ground at Wallaby Creek is covered by the home ranges of

just. over seven wallabies, or, equivalently, just over seven t,;allables

live in an area the size o€ the average wallaby's home range.

However, these seven-plus wallabies almost never gather together in

one group. Groups of mor,? than two or three wallabies frm very

rarely, and adults drift apart frequently, so that even small groups

tend to be short-lived. For all their ability to adapt to a range of

, - limates, and their generalLst.".B ,Eipproach to habitat. choice (as shown

by, amongst other things, the climatic breadth of their distribution

in Australia, and their success as an introduced species elsewhere),

red-necked wallabies reach uniformly low levels of gregariousness in
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all of the areas where they hay been obser\)ed, and. remain nearly

solitary even when living at. high densities. Relatively large groups

form more regularly during winter at Wallaby C:ceek than during summer,

but these winter–tame groups are loosely coordinated and unstable;

they probably result from the concentration of the wallabies

shrinking patches of preferred feeding habitat.

The strongest relationship within wallaby society is that between

mothers and their pouch young. Young in the pouch are ab.c..olutely

dependent on their mothers, and when they leave the pouch fir short.

periods their mothers remain watchful , prevent them from following

strange females, and facilitate rand often Induce) their returr, to the

pouch. This, relationship changes its character . when the mother.

excludes her young fr,:go the pouch , and the responsibility for the

maintenance of contact between the two shifts towarls the

young-at-foot. The mother still plays a very important. rd e in

sustaining the relationship, especially luring the first. month Dr two

after the Infant leaves her pouch, when she seeks it out after the two

have separated in ore way or another, and regularly grooms and sniffs

However, young-at-foot are more likely to follow their mothers

than their mothers are to follow them, and differences hetmeen male

and female infants in the per3]:!,tence with which they follow theily

mothers correlate with the amounts of time they spend with their

mothers : males follow more closely, and associate more often at this

stage.

The difference between male and female infants in the frequency

with which they associate with their mothers is accentucttod in

subadulthood, when young males are seen in groups with their mothers

up to four times as oftenas young females. The relationshil: between

male subadult and his mother diminishes in strength as the mot her'

next infant leaves the pouch, and is severed completely when the male

disperses, at two years of age. Dispersal b y males takes them several

home range widths away from their mothers. Males are not.. obviously

driven out of their mothers' home ranges by any other wallabies, but

appear to cave or their own volition.

Having dispersed, males set tie in small home ranges. 	 They

associate most. often with other small males: mosr: cf their
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interact-ions with these other males result in fights, althougfi small

males rarely fight as intensely or as bitterly as iarige males. 	 To
begin with, they are L- .Jibo y dinate to almost all other	 es  but ap.,

they continue to grow they become able to dominate some other males,

and they establih clear dominance relationship wi	 males similar to

, =t2themselves	 in	 size	 well	 as	 with	 dissimilar	 males.

Dorn inance-subordinance relationships between closely-matched mal.,s may

nt tlffies be reversed, and males interact, more frequently and become

more likely to initiate interactions with other males close to their

own rank as they ascend the scale of body size and dominance status.

'very large males who hold dominions - non-exclusive, discrete creas of

absolute dominance - rarely confront one -mother, nut sel(ctively

interact with and assert the ir dominance over males lust 1)01 ow their

own rank, and thereby create a ceiling mf aggression over' the rest of

the male population. When one of these dominant males disappears, the

male immediately below him in rank may be able to step into his place.

As they grow in social and physical stature, males extend their home

ranges : this may also enhance their prospects for moving up into the

first rank.	 Although dominion-holding males have large, ove r ',apping

home ranges, their dominions are relatively small and discrete.

males are strongly attracted lo each female during the seven days

before she permits any of them to mate, and during this period she is

followed by a group of up to seven males. Males follow the female

more closely and in larger numbers as the day of her mating

approaches, and the long period of her heightened sexual

attractiveness practically guarantees that a very dominant male will

be closest: to her when she becomes ready to mate. This dominant, male

tolerates the presence of much smaller males, provided they stay at.

least ten metres from the oestrous female, but, particulary during

the first few days of the female's oestrus, he tries to keep males

nearer to his own rank at least 40 metres from the female. Adult

males are therefore placed into three broad classes : dominion-holding

i'dominional') males, who, for the most part, face no serious threats

to their ability to retain sexual access to oestrous females within

their dominions: 'bachelor' males, who arE, forced by domi.nicnal males

out of groups containing oestrous females; and 'secondary c onsorts'
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whose presence in groups with oestrous females is tolerated, although

they are not permitted to interact with these females. This

structuring of the male population, which emerges only around eostrous

females, is enforced by the behaviour of the most dominant males.

Although female subadult_s spend e s time with their is than

do male subadults, they settle within their mothers' home ranges, and

the association between mothers and daughters is maintained into the

daughter's adult. life. Groups of wallabies frequently disintegrate

and re-form in varying combinations, but. this does not happen randomly

or chaotically. Females usually associate regularly with only one or

two companions, who are likely to be close relatives, while avc)iding

other females who also use home ranges overlapping their. own. Pairs

of females who associate prerentially are more Likely to give birth

within two or three months 7,f one another than are pairs of females

who have overlapping home ranges but exercise no preference for each

other's company; they also stay closer together when an the same

groups.

Although the reproductive fortunes of females vary with the types

of habitat in which they live, the most. important determinant. of a

female's breeding success appears to be the strength and numbe .f of her

social relationships with :ther females and with subadult. The

Infants of social females have much lower survival rates than the

infants of solitary females, regardless of local density, and females

who are still being accompanied by subadult offspring, .F.ons in

particular, are the least likely to produce surviving infants.

These contrasts between the social organisations of females and

males are matched by differences in the numbers t:sf offspring. that

members of the two sexes are potentially able to parent in a lifetime.

Given that very few wallabies of either se live to 12 year a of age

(see Appendix 1) females can hope for a reproducitve life of, at

most, ten years, during which they might give birth to 12 offspring,

or whom only 40% (on average) will survive to adulthood - most females

who reach adulthood probably produce no more than three or four.

surviving offspring. I have good information on the durations of four
males terms as holders of dominions, using information on the numbers

of females who lived within each dominion during those periods, I
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estimate that. these males could have sired lifetime totals of 	 19,

2 and 36 offspring each. These numbers should be devalued by the 40%

juvenile survival rate to estimate the numbers of these males'

offspring to reach adulthood. The similar numbers of wallabies of

both sexes who die in infancy or subadulthood make no contribution to

the next. generation, but. because males do not become reproductively

active until they are at. least five years older than females giving

birth for the first. time and, as judged by the sex ratios of adults

(kppendix I) are more likely than females to die during those years,

it seems clear that more males than females die before reaching their

reproducitve years. In addition to this , competition between males

can be so severe that it may be possible that, sortie males live to old

age and yet. have little opportunity to mate. kll things considered,

variance in lifetime reproductive success must be clearly higher for

males than for females.

The social and sexual strategies of males and females may .-fiteract

in a number of ways.. Perhaps the most. important such interaction in

red-necked wallabies is the way in which sexual advertisement. by

females intensifies competition between males for mates, and may even

have shaped its character. The long period before mating during which

females are unusually attractive to los makes it practically

impossible for a subordinate male who finds a female in the early

stages of oestrus to remain at her side until she becomes ready to

mate. Her state is noticed by other males, who, day by day, gather

around her as the most dominant malc,, among them sustains his defence

of her until he is displaced by a more dominant male or until she

becomes fully receptive to mating. I think it is likely that the long

periods of sexual attractiveness which females under go have two

evolutionary effects on the' reproductive behaviour of males. Firstly,

because they discotmt the advantage any male gains by being the first

so locate an oestrous female, they make a hypothetical stftegy (-)f

levoted, solitary searching for untended, females unprofitable as an

alternative to fighting with other males for rights of sexual access

to females, and , secondly, by inciting conflict. among	 they

stimulate the evolution of largo body 	 and prowess in fighting

among males, as these afrributes become absolutely essertial to



success in reproduction.

11.2 Ecological determinants of group size
The loose coordination and small size of red-necked wallaby groups

can plausibly be accounted for as a consequence either of the t.actics

they use to avoid being killed by predators, or of their feeding

ecology.

Red-necked wallabies will flee over long distances if :losely

pursued by dingoes, but they try to evade sustained pursuit. by getting

out. of sight as quickly as possible when alarmed. To this end, they

stay close to cover, even when feeding In the open, so that they need

never travel far to conceal themselves in dense vegetation ::)r- down

gullies. Perhaps the maintenance of groups is incompatible with this

kind of flight. behaviour . , -71 wallaby may be reluctant, to stay in a

group if the other members move to an uncomfortable distance from her

own familiar- routes of flight into cover, she might also find it.

easier n:: flee inconspicuously and hide silently when alone (even

mothers and young-at-foot separate when fleeing into cover Of

course, these kinds of costs must still be set against the rwtential

benefits, such as early warring of approaching predators, which may

follow from grouping.

Alternatively (or additionally t, the effects (,f the ;:pecies'

feeding style on the rates of movement of feeding individuals and the

inter-individual spacing they maintain may make the coordinatIon of

groups difficult and expensive. As Jarman (1"74) has pointed out,

animals who feed selectively on discrete, widely-spaced food ltems

face this problem, whereas those feeding on uniformly ahundar!t foods.

Ograss leaves in dense awards, for example) are free of it. Although

the red-necked wallaby's diet Is known only in Its broad outlines (see

Ch. 1) they do seem to be more selective and to take less grass than

some other species of .Akicroi The relatively high rates of movement

of wallabies feeding in groups is oblique evidence of significant

feeding interference between wallabies in groups.

I do not have enough information on red-necked wallabies allow

me to say which of these two hypothetical pressures has had the

greater' influence on their grouping behaviour, but, a compaf'ion with



blaok-striped at Wallaby Creek is of some help. Durmg the

first two years of my study , I spent several days and nighL-, in evt-ty
month following black-striped wallabies and exploring their habitat,

and I caught and marked ten individuals. Black-striped wallabies feed

in the open at night, moving up to ;JO meLies, sometimes more, from

the forest edge 'individuals habitually feed Ali the same areas !, but

during the day they retreat as far as 00 metre2, back into fnies , , and

rest in scrubby gullies. They are very nervous when feeding nn open

pasture$, liko rod-necked wallabies, they flett back int.) their

forest when disturbed. Unlike red-necked wallabies, however, they are

usually seen in groups of up tt, ten Individuals each, and these groups

remain well-coordinated even when the members have been disturhed,

group of alarmed black-striped wallabies makes its way slowly back

into cover , as each individual hesitates, 11.2,tens for its companions,

and stays close to them. t;roups of relaxed black-striped wallabies

are much more compact and stable than are gatherings of cod-necked

w ..i ; labies. Black-striped wallabis are grazers tTierney, pers., comm.:

Ch. 1) .and the comparison between them arid red--necked wallabies

3uggests that diet composition has be,n more imputant than flight

behaviour in shaping sociality in these two species,

If this view is correct, then diet composition and averaie group

size should be strongly correlated across other species of maPropods,

in particular, because grasses often grow in dense, even swards and

may require little searching and selection of the grazing herbivore,

the proportion of the diet made up of grasses should predict average

Troup size. I have plotted this information for nine specieL . in Fig.

11.1: where posiole,	 pLolied Live/age group a L sea against diet

ct_mpositions measured from the :Aame popula r ion,?.	 The pi,pc , riton of

the diet cumpo-;e6 (-)f grass explains 1 	 ciT the variatin oi average

group size in these nine species=
nyi1 Ol y	0. 1 c=:	 P- •

Mean army) size increaso;..., exponentially with pruporticm of diet

composed of grass.

The relationship of Fig.	 11.1 should to viewed with the

circumspect ion it deserves there may be species the hare-wallabies

for example) which feed very selectively on certain parts of grass

plants, and for them a stand of grass may yield only a small number of
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discrete and widely-spaced food items, which they may therefore be

obliged Lc) exploit solitarily. The analysis does suggest, ftA.:ever,

that. many solitary species of maeropods would live in groups .,)ere it

not for the restraints imposed on (Trouping by their feeding styles.

11.3 Philopatry and dispersal

Behavioural and ecological differentiation between male and female

red-necked wallabies begins in the pouch, when the durations of the

pouch lives of males vary seasonally while those of females do not.,

and. becomes profound at. two years of age, when males disperse to

establish new home ranges away from their mothers', while .;:_emales

remain and begin breeding within their mothers' home ranges.

Selection for the dispersal of at. least some offspring is likely

to come from more than one direction. By dispersing, individuals

avoid the deleterious effects of inbreeding, effect's which have now

been demonstrated in the wild (Greenwood et al. l c.)7b, Packer 1979al as

well as in captive animals (see Ballou and Palls 19K) : offscriny of

incest are generally less likely to survive than are outbred

offspring.	 Dispersers go and live among unrelated strangers, and

thereby avoid inbreeding, while those animals who do not. disperse can

choose newcomers for mates (see Duncan pt. al 1984). Dispersal of

juveniles is clearly advantageous in patchy and capricious

environments, but Hamilton and May ( -.179) have shown that some

dispesal should be expected. even in stable, uniform environments.

They argue that. where parents need only produce a small number of

offspring to ensure their cy.4n replaremorc: , surplus offspring can he

entered, through their dispersal , into competition for other living

spaces.

Dispersal is always likely to be difficult and risky, but these

strong pressures for- the dispersal of at least. some members of each

generation should encourage. and maintain the dispersal of those

classes of young least prey to its dangers, while the rest remain

philopatric.	 In some species of mammals, male and female juveniles

are equally philopatric (eg pika	 110).2of:ona 122-11;	 Emith and Ivins

l93) or equally likely to disperse (eg mountain lebras

Penzhorn 1.941, but, sex biases in dispersal and philopatry are common,



dnd in mammals males are usually the dispersing sex, While fmaies are

the more philopatric tGreenwood 1911, Waser and :ones 1 c1 (;3 Packer

1(473a , Dobson l92). luveni los are ionally much more 11 ke ly to

disperse than adults. Ped-necked wallabies fat this general pattern.

Exceptions to this generdlis,--tion are few : female clispersai io known

to be associated with male philopatry only in African wild dogs 'Frame

et al	 1979 , white-lined bats -Oz.7-4..13.7-,,t,92-.),:v .bz.11I2e3t,i) Braclbnryy and

Vehrencamp I 976 , red col obus monkeys ??hl/S MC/' 2 lIS t St rushaker arid

Ley 1 and 1979 , Marsh I 979-	namadr yaS baboons Fapio /or'IK7	 Iciej

al . 1	 , Kummer 1 q E4	 chimpanzee	 isey 1 q 7 q ,

Nishida 197) and human:2.

Two hypotheses have be en offered fn account ,: or the observation

that male mammals ate usual y more likely thou females to d zAperse.

Greenwood (1980) contrasted male dispersal in mammals with the greater

prevalenr'e of female dispersal in YArd3. 	 He argued that the

philopatr y of male birds of many species has art en as 	 result of

their territorial behaviour - males shou d be better able tr, atablish

and defend territories on fdmiliac ground, close	 male relatives,

than among strangers in unfamiliar country - while males should

more ready tr, disperse in specIes of mammals where they defend females

and adjust their own movements to match the distribution of females,

instead of influencing the distributioi-i of females by partitioning

resources among themselves. If this hypothesis is correct, then

philopatry ind territoraalmfy of males should ti- ,,w:tociated in mamma Is

as well as in birds. However , as Waser and Jones U :Y67:;) nave pointed

,)ut, there is a sufficient number of species of mammals in which male

liTersal and territorial clef enc, die asoc-iated to lustify r.siertion

thiL! hypothesis (sec- :Also Murr,--ly's!, Icr2,-1 and 19Kb detailed

account of male dispoisal, male territoriality and phi lonatry of

females in1 Impala).

The second hypothesis, which has ,E,,veral variants, links

male-biased dispersal to polygyny tClutton-Brock and Harv:y I9717),

Packer 1979, Dobson l%2). As Packer put. it

"In any polygamous species, differential availability

sexually receptive mates would be more likely to result in

male migration than in female migration. This is be-ause the



increase in the reproductive success or a male from gaining

access to large numbers of receptive females would usually be

greater than the increase to a receptive female from gaining

access to a larger number of males. .This asymmetry may have

resulted in the greater numbers or mammalian species which

males rather than females commonly transfer between groups,

both from the natal group and subsequently-.

But. males might. also make great gains in reproductive success by

waiting patiently in the home area, ready to sele opportunities for

increasing their social status and usurping dominant males, And

femaloP, face competition of one kind or another, they toc , might

sometimes gain by dispersing and seeking better conditions elsewhere.

Any path that a male of a pcAygynous ,?,pecies takes is likely Lc, lead

h un to a more extreme outcome than a female might expect., but this

fac-t	 in itself should not. recessarlly result in a general

predisposition towards dispersal among polygynous males. In fact, one

could argue that, since dispersing males of polygynous species

likely to face very rigorous competition from other males wherever

Mey go , any males who do not undergo the costs of dispe .,-- ,,a1 may

thereby retain a competitive advantage and perform better than

disperse-Ls, while females , if they compete less potently thar males,

might find it easier to settle after dispersing, and therefore be more

predisposed to move.

The 'polygyny' hyptheis ls ,,mpported by the ob2.ef .vati-m that:

polygyny and male-biased di=2,persal are often associated in mammals

( Dobson 1982 ) , but is weakened by its inappl cab' lity

eenw()od 1960 ) and by the observation that. those species OE

nor--human primat C in ,„)hach male are more philopatric than females

are actually more polygynous, as judged by sexual dimorphism and

socionomic sex ratios (see Clutton-Brock et al. 1977), than most

species of primates.

An alternative approach to the problem as to consider how the

immediate costs to males and females of dispersing might regularly and

predictably differ. Dispersing juveniles must. pass through unfamiliar

terrain, and perhaps spend some time in suboptimal habitats, before

establishing a stable home range or- territory an appropriate habitat_
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During these travels and s.ojourrs, dispers,ers might be more than

usually vulnerable to predators, or become wealiened and subsequently

die. Dispersal by males is associated with their diffetentiai

mortality in a number of species ,7,f mammals +Pails et al, 198n, while

high moitality accompanies dispersal by female acorn woodpeckers

Ng] norpt.--: rrfru vorous t Koen ig et	 . Ho 1 eka mp I 4) showed

that although juvenile male Belding 8 ground sqiiirr,.-ls

t,p_ldir;g1 who disperse are sijnifi,:antly heavier when they lea,/e than

males of the same age who do riot disperse, their body weights drop

below those of the non-dispersing males over the ensuing five weeks,

She, suggested that the shift - ...may reflc-ct (he large energetic

demands of emigration itself, or. , ifficultaes experierwed by

newly--dispersed individuals, in finding or storing energy in the

relatively unfamiliar habitat of immigration areas - . Becdusr, males

and females are generally more simiiar in morphology :Ind behaviour as

juveniles than they are as adults, the effects of dispe r sal on

survival probably differ little between the sexes. However, if

dispersal is survived, the energetic stresses it Ilinposes and the time

lost in suboptimal habitats 3houId have a quit different signific.ance

for female and male juveniles, if the sexes typically start rireeding

Fit different ages. In polygynous species of mammals, females usually

begin breeding as soon as they reach maturity, while males

reproduction is often delayed, sometimes for many years, be: .ause of

the control that aid, clomiri,=ifit males exert over opportunities for

mating. Fig. 11,2 compares generalised fecundity schedules male

and female mammals of polygynous species, and shows how they i'iffer in

shape and position fecundity schedules have been compiled fur the

females of several species cf mammals, but they are rarely constructed

with precision for males; the male fecundity schodulc , in Fig. 11.2 is

derived from numerous accounts p f changes in reproductive behaviour

with age of males).

This means that if juvenile dispersal takes up a significant

port ion . )f- 3 female's time and causes her to lose conditin it will

necessarily result in a delay in the age at which Ale first prrduces a

surviving offspring of her own, while for males, this does rii_t follow

with the same inevitability.	 In red-necked wallabies at Wdllaby



 

Fecundity 

Age

Fig. 11.2 Generalised fecundity schedules for male and female

mammals (see Sherman and Morton 1984, Caughley 1976 and

Clutton-Brock, Guinness and Albon 1982).
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Creek, for example, males disperse at 24 months of age, but. females

may give birth at. 18 months of age. If females rather than males

dispersed, it is unlikely that they could start breeding so young.

Males are forced to wait five years or more before being able 1:o mate,

and although it is quite conceivable that the costs of di sper Sa could

cause this delay to be extended, the effect should riot be so immediate

or so unalterable for them as it must. be for females..

This point assumes greater weight if one considers that the age at

which an individual produces its first surviving offspring has a

particular evolutionary significance, distinct from the signiicance

of the total number of offspring produced in a lifetime. With its

first offspring, an animal replaces itself, genetically speaking

although it does not do so completely Af At reproduces sexually), and

the earlier it can do this, the more rapidly will its linea ge le.icrease

isee Horn 1978 : recall also that. the rate of increase of a population

is more strongly influenced by mean generation ingth than by total

number of young produced by cadh female, Southwood i1976)).

I therefore offer the hypothesis that the sex for which diqiersal

is most likely to cause a delay in age at first reproduction Ali he

most predisposed to philopatry, and, given the selection pressures for'

the dispersal of some proportion of each generation, the other sex

will disperse.

This is not the same as saying that the sex which start breeding

youngest will therefore be philopatric, for members of the otner

might be obliged to begin preparations for breeding while younger

and their	 ens might be very vulnerable to disruption

by dispersal iif 	 for- example, the males of

dominance hierarchy as juveniles, and the age at which they erten the

hierarchy correlates directly with the age at: which they acquire

sufficient social status to begin mating, dispersal will have a

predictable, explicit, effect. on their age at first reproth.ctioni.

Generally speaking, however, the delay In onset of bieeding by males

which usually accompanies polygyny should diminish the effects of

dispersal on age at first reproduction of males, and males should

therefore be less predisposed to philopatry than females.

This hypothesis predicts a general correlation between male
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dIspersal and polygyny, but because factors other than the type of

mating system may induce differences between the sexes it their

vulnerability to the effects of dispersal on the commencement. or

reproduction, male philopatry may sometimes be expected to arise even

in polygynous systems. In polygynous species where female competition

for resources is so intense that it forces females to dela-y first

reproduction well beyond sexual maturity, or where males are able to

use behavioural tactics to consistently begin their reproductive

careers while still young, even though older males might still

dominate most mating, the balance of selective pressures coull shift

far enough to cause females rather than males to disperse, and males

to be philopatric. Most, of the well-documented cases of male

pnilopatry occur in primates; in some species of primates reproductive

competition between females may be very potent. (eg yellow babocn

z4,7, males may begin mating whi le 27:111 of

relatively low status, by forming coalitions with other your males

(eg olive baboons kpi 3inthis, Packer 1977; chimpanzees, lygott

1979), or by founding small harems on the peripheries of the larger

harems of older males (hamadryas baboons, Sigg et al. 19K, Kummer.

1984). The existence of these kinds of behaviours is consistent with

the uapparently) relatively common occurrence of male-biased

philopatry in primates, but because the effect s of a sex bias in

dispersal and philopatry are so ramified, and so fundamental to the

development of many types of social behaviour, the social behaviours

themselves can usually not. be invoked to explain why, in a particular'

species, one sex or the other is philopatric : the dangers of falling

into circular argument are too great. For example, dominance is much

more closely correlated with mating success of males in olive baboons

tPacker 1979b) than in chimpanzees (Bygott 1979). Young chuppanzee

males therefore have better chances of mating than do young olive

baboon males, and male chimps dire philopatric, while mare olive

baboons disperse. Th18 corrc,, lation is congenial with the hypothesis I

have advanced , but the reduction in competition between male chimps

could be clue to the fact that. they live in stable communities of

paffilineally related individuals (.7,oddall 	 Wrangham 179), which

they are able to do because they are philopatric. Male olive baboons,



on the other hand, regularly compete with unrelated males (Packer

1979a, bi, and may compete the more bitterly for that reason, ecause

they disperse as juveniles.
This kind of difficulty is unfortunate because it makes the

hypothesis I have offered very rec:istant to rigorous testing: it is a

problem which besets all arguments. which postulate effects, direct or

indirect, of social behaviour on the evolution of sex differenc es in
dispersal and philopatry. Tests of this hypothesis could be devised

for species in which cliff lerences in the ages at which males and

females begin reproducing arise for reasons unconnected with social

behaviour.

It is probably worth noting in passing that consideration of the

effects of dispersal on the progress ,7)f a reproductive life can be
used to account for the prevalence of juvenile (rather than

clispersal in mammals ac 	 ac for the dispersal, of ycurr males

rather than young females. If dispersal is likely to delay the

Leg inning of reproduction for a young animal, it ::hould also, and for

the , ,,ame reasons, inteIrupt feproduction by an adult. Because adults
usually breed without pause dIsperal by them will ho. '

unavoidable, immediate effect. on reproduction, so young individuals
who are, by dint of their immaturity, non-reproductive, should ):c more

likely than adults to disperse.

11.4 Female dispersion, and male ranging and reproductive behaviour

The overlapping of the home ranges of neighbouring female
red-necked wallabies represents what. Emlen and Ora rig (1 ,-17 7 1 have

call cci ax "environmental potential far polygyny - ,	 In other	 it

Allows each	 home range to -a,nly encropass the homoi, r'inges
several females, and encourages dominant, males to claim and defend
exclusive mating rights over those females. Male red-necked

respond tc, this potential by using home ranges which are much larger
than the average for females, and which therefore encompass '-he home

raffle:, of many females: and try to r. eta absolute domvianc,, within
-2,ections of their home ranges. These sections, f he males' dminions,
are st111 as large, or larger ,shan, the home iringe of the average
female.	 This strategy is obviously advantageous	 fivnles who
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successfully practice it account for the great majority of flutings.

However-, other approaches can be imagined. In many species of Afrtcan

antelopes, dominant males do all of their mating within terrJories

which may be much smaller than the home ranges of females, and the

boundaries of which are deferded against other males and often marked

with scent. or piles of dung (Jarman 1974, Owen-Smith 1977. Why do

red-necked wallaby males, and. the males of other species of macropods,

not do the same?

One possible answer to this quest ion is that, although home ranges

of female red-necked wallabies overlap extensively, the nuNber of

females living in an area the size of the average female's, home range

(3f , Damuth's S calculated for females only) is still guit small

'Sc4.0).	 Any male who maintained a dominion or territory smaller

than the average female's home range would find that , on average, very

few females would be in this dominion. tIma9Inirig how many female,

might live in an area smaller . than the average female's how, range

demonstrates the partly abstract quality of 3 : lts value can be the

;..Iii of fractional females. It really	 Us the averagc:. nI.Atier of

females who will be in the area at any time. We should expect

d ,minant males to use small mating ft-eas (territries, dominins,

whatever) only where S f is high enough that man y individual females

pass through thorn, in spite f their small size.

Fig. 11.3 shows how S f and the relative si::e of the area over

which the average dominant male mates iR )are correlated Form—
macropods and ungulates. The specie inc -juded in th comparison can

e identified from Table 11,2, which also cites data sources, I have

used. data from ungulates as well as from macropods because the two

groups occupy similar ecological niches and have radiated in similar

fashions, and should therefore be directly comparable. 	 is defined

precisely as the average size of the areas within which

dominant, males mate with females, expressed as a percentage of the

size of the average female's annual home range. Where dominant males

defend territories, their mating areas correspond to their

territorres. In non-territorial species, I have-assumed that. dominant

males mate throughout their home ranges - even though this 	 riot so

for red-necked wallabies - because in most ot these specie2, it has T4017.

()I
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been explicitly shown whether or not mating activity is restricted to

certain parts of the home range. Crhe cariqe of v,.-tlues of P nsed in

Fag. 11.3 isso wide ttci: it makes little difference 	 the

correlation whether one uses dominion size CA- home range	 in

calculating M for the red--necked wallaby : in both cases P m is

greater . than 100).	 Where R
M is less than 100, dominant mal es have

restricted their- movements to some extent; where Ill is greater than

100, dominant, males move widely in search of females. When mating

occurs only at certain times of the year. I have tried to use data on

the movements of breeding males only at. those times of the year while

retaining the females' annual home ranges as the standard of

comparison. I have only considered species where all of the data

nece.ssarytocalculateS f and
M :lave been collected from the same

population.

Where females live in separate, non-overlapping home

3f-=1.0), males usually do not extend their own home ranges to

encompass the complete home rariJes of several females; instead, they

defend territories which coincide with the home ranges or terrilories

of single females leg blue dulker, 	 klipspyinger,.	 These

species are ditinguished in Fig , 11, 3 	 If they are e:,7. 47:ludH from

analysis 5, and R are related tht-ough the function' 	 m	 -	 -

Log Rm=2,02-0,030S E ; r=-0	 P(0.01.

Therefore, low (but greater than 1.(Th males usually cange

more widely than females. However, the relationship Is altered only

slightly if species in which females are territorial are included. it

Lecome:s

Log Rm=2.254-0.029S f : r=-0,8S2:

expected, males use rel.ativiy small mating areas ()ray

where the home ranges of many females (.)verlap, hut where hone range

overlap among females is low . dominant trial 	 tend to range widt-,1y.

This relationship is not simply incidental to effects of body size

las Fig. 11,4 shows, body Si ZCS distribution.=2. are . trollar for species
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where measured Sf values are low (<30), and high (>30)), or to

seasonality of breeding (61.5' and 54.5% of species in low and high S
f

ranges respectively, are seasonal breeders).

The negative exponential shape of the relationship of Fig. 11.3

means that the mating areas used by males of species in which the

home ranges of many females overlap contain fewer females, on the

average, than the mating areas of species whose females are more

dispersed. This may be because males in the former category of

species place their territories in areas especially heavily used by

females, where a greater than average number of females will pass

through them. This kind of fine adjustment. of territorial location

has been observed in male impala (Jarman 1979; see also Kitchen 1974

on pronghorns, Antilocapra ameri cana)

The relationship between Sf and Rm is interesting because it seems

to be a general trend underlying the evolution of territorial defence

by males. When S E is high, males are not. compelled to range widely in

search of females : they may remain within small areas and still

contact many females. Because S E is not. strongly correlated with body

mass (S = 3.17 w0 •4C r2 =0.189) but. the relative sizes of the rangesf	 -•
of dominant males become smaller as Sf increases, males of species

with high SE values mate within areas that. actually have much shorter

boundaries relative to their user's body size than do males at the

other end of the continuum : therefore these males' mating areas

should be much more easily defended against intrusion by other males.

In Fig. 11.5, I have plotted male body mass against average size of

breeding range for the species of Table 11.1 (excluding the three

species whose females are territorial). The dashed line on the graph

indicates a hypothetical direct linear relationship between the two

variables. The majority (78' n=9) of territorial species fall below

this line, while most non-territorial species lie above it (only 12.5%

are below it), these proportions differ . significantly (x2=10.64,

P<0.01). The important point is that the species which lie below the

line - that is,those whose males travel little to mate with females -

can do so because of their high S E values (from Fig. 11.3).

Territorial defence has the advantage that it guaranteees

uninterrupted consortship by the territory-holder with females, for as
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1(!ng as those females remain withtn the teiritory. I sugget. that

males can grasp this advantage af they stay within defendable areas,

which they can afford. to do only if S E is high.

This argument. can account. for the broad trend of the ecological

distribution of territoriality, but it. leaves unexplained the

occurrence of the defenc,7 , :f large	 female home range 2,1e, or

slightly larger) territories by males of some species where S E low,

but. greater than 1.0 lin this sample, cjerenuk and roe deer fit this

description) while in ecologically similar . species (lesser kudu, for

example) males do not: defend trritortes. Perhaps, howevet-, the

differences between these species are not as great on a categorisation

of some as	 territorial - and others as - non-tei . ritorial - would

suggest, The dominionality of red-necked wallabies is ''t.,;1"1-1 to

trrit.,ori.a.l .it..v:ot her soecias with low 5. values may have similar

spatial organisations of dominance, which could, perhaps due to fine

differences in ecology, be expressed in several ways. If there is

only one point worth making from this analysi, it u-! that a

fundamental attribute of the reproductive .behav i our of males (breadth

of movement. in search of mat. us 	sari es cont;nuJusly a:_ong a.

fundamental ecological gradient (low to hi gh S). I seems that this

trend produces (or facilitates) other variations in reproductive

tactics : classification of species according to these tactics should

a secondary focus of analy3i.

values of 3 f far outside the one-to-70 range considered here

wh r oh i fie lUd eS most 31Dee les of ungulat es and ma cr opods ) have been

recorded for several large, very mobile species of ungulates. These

species, for all of which	 in the studied populations equals or

exceeds 200, are eland T:idrotIwy.!,	 (Hillman l ci7T.i)	 African

elephant (Leuthold and Sale 197'i) plains zebra j:lingel 1%7i ,And

African buffalo (Sinclair 1 77). In these species, males home

ranges equal in size to, or smaller- than, the home ranges used by

females.

So far, I have been arguing from the degree of home range -werlap

-.trilong females to the movement patterns of males, However. rt i clear

that if the home ranges 	 males were not modified by their

reproductive strategies, then their home range overlap	 , would
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correlate very closely with r' (Ine could therfore argue that. males

use smaller home ranges where 5 f. is high in order to avoid

encountering, and being drawn into conflict with, large numbers of

other males, as they would do if S m remained similar to S f . This

argument might be sound, but it cannot easily be extended to account

for the wide movements of mals at. the other p.?nd of the continuum. I

therefore conclude that the general characteristics of the

reproductive strategies of male fed-necked wallabies are determined by

the dispersions of their females, and that territoriality, in the

classical antelope mould, has not arisen in macropods because in no

species does the number of females living in an area the 	 or the

average female's home range become sufficiently large.

11.5 Reproductive success and social behaviour of females

Differences, in infant survival contr]bute most to variability in

reproductive success amongst female red-necked wallabies , and the

survival of a female's infants correlates most strongly with het

frequency of association watt other wallabies. Association with her

own subaclult offspring suppresses -in Adult female's reproducitve

succes most. -itrongly, association with other adult members of her

srcial group has a less profound influence: while association with

members of other social groups is immaterial. 	 Females feed c-o,,te

their subadult offspring when in groups with them; they rarely stand

close to other adult group members, but are more ikely to feed near

members of their own than near members of other groups. Any

female's closest n ., ighnour:., those whose home ranges overlap tier own

mc..st completely. are usually members of her own social group. In the

light: or these correlates, and in the absence of observations of

direct reproductive interference linfant,cide, or hetween

f:ma le wallabie, I suggest that the decline in reproductive ,t_lf2fe-!,S

with sociality LS due to competition f ,:,r resources Iprobahl-}, foods

between matrilineal relativcis isee also Ctutton-Brock, Alb,-)n and

Guinness 192, Van Schaack 1283.

That females tolerate this competition at	 serious cost:

themselves is presumably clue to kin selection Ulawilton 1964) : their

own losses in reproductive success must be passed -n as benefit: to
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the relatives who are permitted to share the resources of thelr home

ranges.	 These benefit to rlatives could exert a pressure fr.)r- the

evolution of cohesive 	 As MacDonald t . 1983, pot it:

It. is axiomatic that grcups may be expected tc, develop when the

cor2,ts to the resident's fitness of evicting an interloper

exceed those of tolerating it..,However, to an extent. which

depends on their degree of relationship, the net cc3ts of

tolerance to the occupier's fitness is diminist:ed in

proportion to the benefits accruing to the interloper..."

Although competition between relatives can be anvoked to account

for the varlation3 11-; oproduc't succes2, between female wallabies,

competition itself is a ver y difficult interactix,n to obser qe and

measure - especially if at is mediated indirectly, through overlapping

use of resources - and Lt is therefore difficult. to confirm that it Is

as important as I have supposed. 	 HoweveL-, the verity o:

interpretation can betested by examining specific hypotheses that it

suggests. Two such hypotheses are

a) The reproductive success of individual females should decline

most steeply with matirlineal group size in species where each

female's home range is overlapped by a small number  of others, and

most gently in species where many females use common borne ranges.

(Imagine a species with a social organisation based on small groups of

very closely related females occupying discrete territories. 	 Each

territory therefore contains set of resources used onl y by

closely-related group-members, and, provided density is limited by

food availability, the addition of a new female to a group djrectly

reduces the resources available to other group members, and lowers

their reproductive success. However, if these groups were to use

overlapping home ranges , the quantity of resources available to each

individual would be determined not only by the size of its group, but

by the number and sir,fe of othr oups in the area. Under such

circumstances, the effects of group size nit reproductive success of

group members should be light).

b) If reproductive success declines with group size because or

t ,.7)lerance of competition between relatJves, we should not Cind d



similar . effect when female:T.!, live Yr) groups of unrelated individua).

Where females live In groups of non-kin, additional members should

only be tolerated when their presence has negligible effects on the

reproductive success of other . members.

I evaluated. the firt is by looking for a reltionship

,EACCOSS species between 5 f (see :above) 7trid the rate of dechr,e in

reproductive miccess with increa'ses in 31:e of matr . ilineal groups.

5even species were included in the analysis (see Table 11.3): in each

oI these species females have been shown to live in matrilineal

groups , and for each of them data on home range overlap among females,

numbers of females in groups and 	 capit,a reproductive sticcs (it

group members have all been collected from the same population at the

same time.	 Where grotip:,=! of	 were territorial	 F., wtc, the

average group size,	 home ranges (...),/eriapped, 	 t was

calculated as the product. of the average home range size of females

and their density (Damuth An ndec of the effect of increases

in group sice on reproductiv+,, success OC members was calculated for

each population from the regression of numbers of infants per female

on niimbers of females per grc,up. The calculation of the index began

with a group of median size, added another female for each original

female member, and expressed the resulting change in numbers of

infants per female as a percentage of the (proiected) numbers of

infants per female for lone females. This index was chosen becau se of
its independence of average group S17 .:-.2; it can t,herefore confidently

be plotted ogianst 5, This plot is shown in Fig. MJ As

predicted, where few females live within the ameraqe female'7, home

range, the addition of females to matrilineal groups has a severe

effect on the reproductive success of the original members +declines

of up to 60%) but where the home ranges of many females overlap, the

effect is slight.	 This result is con:3..,1stent with the view that

competition for ior sharJng of) f:-.7i>sources within matrilineal or cops

as importantly to variations in r . c, roductive success with

group size.

In all of the matrilineal species of Fig. 11.E,, reproductive

success of group members declined some with group sirc. The

only precise, comparable data I can find for groups of unrelated
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females are Schallr's (1%Ti) on the mountain gorilla 6-or.22.!

Most. gorillas, male and female, disperse From their- natal groups, and

live out their adult lives in groups (:,f. non-kin (Harcourt 	 a].

19M).	 The numbers of infants per female increases slightly with

numbers of females per group 1:y=0.64-0.14x, r=0.2;3, 	 The

effect. of a doubling of the median group size cf females is to

increase the number of infants per female by 12.5. 	 I calcualte

for .5challer's population of gorillas to be A.5. From Fig. 11.6, if

female gorillas lived In matrilinal groups, the same mcrease in

group size should have caused a	 reduction in per capita

reproductive success. Gorillas tend to confirm the second prediction.

These two tests give support to the view that. declines in

reproductive success with group size in matrilineal 3pecies are caused

by the tolerance of competition between relatives, although this

interpretation still require	 information on the effect3 or. this

postulated nepotism on young females. If such tolerance really does

have its strongest effects where S f is low, then matrilineal groups

:,7„hom1d be rip7).7A 1 ike ly to ..volvr_. under Lieu clrumLAAnc.

Pressure for the evolution of matrilineal groups probably comes

from Aeveral direction, so that such groups might still evolve in

species which have high 5, values. 	 For example, in long-ttved,r
nte 11 agent., w de-r ng rig species, such as el ephant	 trail Itio

know I edge	 on	 the	 I oca t i orts	 of	 certa	 esour coo	 ) per c, f t

water-holes, perhaps) may be critical to the ril=production and survival

of individuals, and females may form life-Hng relationships with

their daughter in order to pc so on such knowliDdge, even though Troup

of female relatives may not retain exclusive access to any 4 the

resource2 they use. ITases lie this aside, however, we should expect

that where S f if low fbut: greter than 1.Cu females wall often live in

cohesive matrilineal groups within which competition is tolcrated,

whereas	 lower proportaon of ha 'h 3, species should Mve matrilineal

social organisations, and ifl soch es dominance statiG and

reproductive success should often be clearly and steeply correlated

among females.
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TABLE 11.2:	 Species included in Figures 11.3 and 11.5

Species Authority

1. Potoroo, Potorous tridactylus Kitchener (1973)

2. Red-necked wallaby This study

3. Whiptail wallaby Kaufmann (1974a)

4. Eastern grey kangaroo Jarman, Southwell and
Stuart-Dick (pers. comm.)

5. White rhinoceros Owen-Smith (1975)

6. Black rhinoceros, Diceros bicornis Goddard (1967)

7. Horse Salter and Hudson (1982)

8. Ass, Equus asinus Seegmiller and Ohmart (1981)

9. Collared peccary, Dicotyles Sowls (1974), Ellisor and
tajuca Harwell (1969),

Schweinsburg (1971)

10. Vicuna Franklin (1974)

11. Warthog, Phasochoerus aetiopicus Cumming (1975)

12. Roe deer Bramley (1970)

13. Red deer Lowe (1966),	 Lincoln
and Guiness (1973)

14. White-tailed deer Michael (1965)

15. Moose Hauge and Keith (1981)

16. Caribou, Rangifer tarandus Fuller and Keith (1981)

17. Bighorn sheep Leslie and Douglas (1979)

18. Lesser kudu, Tragelaphus imberbis Leuthold (1974)

19. Nyalla, T. angasi Anderson (1980)

20. Cheurotain, Hyemoschus aquaticus Dubost (1975)

21. Waterbuck, Kobus defassa Spinage (1969)

22. Hartebeest, Alcelaphus buselaphus Gosling (1974)

23. Wildebeest Estes (1969)

24. Gerenuk, Litocranins walleri Leuthold (1978a,b)

25. Impala Murray (1981, 1982a,b)

26. Giraffe, Giraffe camelopardalis Leuthold and Leuthold
(1978)

27. Blue duiker, Cephalophus monticola Dubost (1980)

28. Klipspringer, Oretrogus oreotragus Dunbar and Dunbar (1974)

29. Dikdik, Madoqua kirki Hendrichs (1975)
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APPENDIX I

Aspects of Survival and Mortality

Introduction

I was not able to collect sufficient volumes of information to

enable me to construct complete and accurate survivorship and

fecundity schedules for the red-necked wallaby population of my study
area; the critical data are still being accumulated, and a complete

analysis of the dynamics of this population will soon be possible. I

do have moderately extensive sets of data on the survival of young

wallabies, and on sex ratios. I will briefly describe and discuss

this information here because of its relevance to other parts of the

thesis, and also offer some comments on the probable patterns of adult

mortality.

Survival of young

Fig. 1.1 shows lx (survivorship) and qx (mortality rate) schedules

for wallabies from the age at which they first became visible to me as

a bulge in an adult female's pouch (four months of age) up until their

twentieth month of life (at which age females reach or approach sexual

maturity). All wallabies who disappeared within this age interval are

assumed to have died. Other data (Ch. 7), show that males begin to

disperse after their twentieth month of life it is thereafter

impossible to decide whether males who disappeared were dead, or had

moved out of the study area. Information on 78 young wallabies,

collected from mid-1981 to mid-1984, were used to construct the

schedules shown in Fig. I.1. The analysis shows that mortality rates

were low during most of pouch life, but increased abruptly during the

eleventh month of life, when most young had just left the pouch. The
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mr. tality rate d,i:?(-lined over the : ,Jiceeding three in-nth, luring which

peiod the infant is still dependent on it ,-,,, mother . and spends much 4:

time following her as a young-at-fc,nt, nod increased agai(-1 during

month fiftePn, when most yDu-Ticj 	 yieaned	 MHrtah_fy

!.oates then returned to	 le'Jejs	 the su :coed inn
Approximately E,M. of all wallabies  born die before they r .-?arh weaning

ag e  and only 4O' ourvi 	 to 2 iv;2 17 , irth, or disper.

It. was impossible to dire'c'tly estimate mortality rates duc-ing the

first four months of pouch life, whE;:n I could never bfr- , deco : a. 	 that a

female had anybody in her pouch. 	 Kowever the low ..-ncidence c,f

delayed or intc:rrupt,,, d	 cycle of femals, whic . h would

have resul-t ed from the loss and replacement of very snail pouc .!h young

see Ch	 ) sugg,2sts that the mortMi.ty fate durim the 	 rico t:hc

cE life is low, probably less than five per cent.

Fig. 1.2 shows how 101-in t ;7..urvi c.7a1 rate varied through 4:71e

period. Each point: on the-jraph repreents the percentage Tt:_

leaving the pouch du n: ing ,each four-month period, whc.) suttxquently

survived to weaning age. These data show no ctIviou. ,,: ,?ffect. of weather

or infant survival : survival was Itow during the dry winter 	 1??1,

high during the dry winter	 171 	 Find hicfh ,Juring the :--rimmer cc 99,2

(cf. Fi fj. 2.2).	 Inft. ro,7),7tall , rates were weakly cor-cd with

tLe number of dingoes seen in the 't•-•udy ar ea luring each fcur-onth

p]r	 (r7.-,0.47.	 The mea3ur.erj	 wAy

account fur some of the deaths hut the mai ,Thrltv remain noes

In cha ijer 10, 7 ;,-Ahd	 infant mortality rat c-s	 ztrongly

related to he mother 	 frquency	 other

offpring	 yarc,	 ThEfc-:_- 	 a peri,7,f. sf hr oh

infant survival and .7c,nsequent high reruitmeT, t 	,r7badul

ITIroup2. 	 2,houL71, ro,7,ult ln a :, 1 117). ,c111E,nt fall in 1.11- 41-11- sljcviv.,11

rate ,:,..	 The data in Fig. T.: .a.r.e consif-!.tent with this c-sore t at.

the high infant 	 of 1K	 f,:)11wed	 L'urvival

in 198?, and preceeded by low -!.urv:ival in 19S1, Data from she

1.7)4 ,:..ugg-Dat_ another ..ncrease in infant survival, pf:1-:h:rips in

response to I ow recruitnent the year before. More rlata will e needed

to oh	 whether ;F,1J(..h a .rigr-,,Uv4.:- f,:. dhach	 .)ut.	 IF it

does it could have some interesting consequences for the regulation of
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the growth of he population.

Mortality of adults

A total of 2C. adults disappeariA during the study. As .adults very

rarely shift their 1-1,-;:.me  see ee Ch. ? and Ch, 7 1 .asu-le that

these disappearances Were predominantly clue to death.

Adults disappeared according L:) a clear soasonal pattern

doring the winter 	 very few went in mid-summef Lsee

thp,	from a uniform di.-Ar3bution

• 1:-=14.21,	 d	 Fin 7%:: Fi g . I.? also	 Jingo aitvi.ty,• ,

as judged Ira' the numbers of di goes seen in the study ax o n, az-or

Iaighe8t. when the rate of disappearance (47. adult wallabiPs was 1. ,west.

This. c)jnscro'nlI 107, sugge2ts that 	 not impc-,sing

pattern of disappearance, and were a relatively unimportant aje't of

roortality.	 Adults began cl)sappearing in autAnwl , and werr.:.

cat thr:fugh the winter. 	 This pattern suggests that de,-:linicig frod

quality and abundance pre y ipitat,7,d the death	 ,at losnt	 me

ihese adults.	 Although the evideni- ar wPak, and it is not	 'as able

of p,_pulation	 los

that the popul, ,,If Hn is regull ho food sur.rilv than

by

	A tat a?	 41 skulls of red-r!e-2Red wallabies WEre. 	 .1:p at

Wallaby Creek, and .,=.1.ged by	Y'.1r1:_patrick 1,94 r ,	 The

distribution of this. Aull 	 r.lertion 12 Mown in Table T...1

;.:'1Parly

in,lerrepresented, probably kenauso they break down more rapidly ;.r the

	

tha-r,	 the :::,1a111	 Eurvival rat,.:	 up	 two

years of age have been measured di-ciF,ctly Fig. 1,1 4 and Lt. possible

to urn the skull oolIe:± ion to :'ow 1 ieto it -L. sr'heddef ,-)17 adults as

well, using the. method 7217. Sinclair (1977).This has been d(-.)n,.: and the

results entered into Table A.1. although the sample Si2S are SO small

that the results- should be rgardPd as, at 1,7)ct, a 'ann 	 crude

preliminary appro:,:imation of th.o true pattern of mcrtality. I‘":)ctality

rates seem to .1:-main 1 ,:y.„7 for	 after matut -riy h :±1:: been

'reached and then increae in	 adulthood, ac=ding to the pattern

commonly Found in 1arge mammals 	 Caughley	 Hutchinm 1978).
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Sex ratios

Tabl e I	 cords ex rati.os of younqmat-foot, subadult and adult

1:- . 7:,d-neck7A wallabies in the Wallaby Creek study area. 	 The d7lta for

adults ace the numbers cf males and females in he ;3t.:_anding

at the end i-2f_ 11 	 for young::: age cla:!,es include all mals and

females recorded during the thre ,2 years of study.	 The tabe also

shows. a sex at IC; of Fpuch y::ung recorded froro pear	 (about

ion south c.)f Wallaby Creak ), ty J.C. Merchant (pers. comm.).

TatJos of pouch young, young-at-foot and suhadults wa aall

close t -pafity, indicating that males and females die at similar

rates up to the age at which male HoveveT, th:: adult

ropulation was composed of . ignificantly more females than males.

This excess of adult 	 a the ..,ittudy population could hevc been

due either to a higher rate of death of young adult males, 	 to a

dif f ,-=Tental	 thui 	 emigration.	 r +ILE: .cecorri case,

the deficit cif males ii the st..idy area should have been bal.anc(A by an

	

(f mals in ric:ighbouring	 Mhit,TAt.

his possibility in August c:f 19E2by searching for 7And .osC rig

wallahis to the east arid w- ., ith of my study area. I si,, arc .hi ,d a;- far as

m-lo metres to the east and E,00 metres to th e south , and Cid not

retrace icy steps while sar::.hin..-4, so that earl individual sho)!ld only

have been counted once. I counted a total of 4 7 adults in of shorn

7-)uld not be selied. Nine of the sexed adults 	 males, arc]

omales, a significant de7i . A.iori from parity	 The

clev1 ,,aticm	 :7,i5nifi7ant jf half ,..717	 'td unsex-cd wa]lalcex au-

assumed to be male, and the other half female r :=6.89, P<0,01), This

I7e3ult suggests strongly that the female-biased sex ratio 	 my study

area was not clue toadlfferential loss of young males through

If that had bean the case I should have detected at least

the beg innings of a swing to a male-biased se:: 	 to the east

south of the study area, given the shcrt distances c,ver 	 mals

are known to disperse (see Ch, 7 instead, the ratio cf adults

outside the study area was even more heavily biased towards FT:males.

It seems clear, therefore, that a differential mortality of males sets

ir at, or same time after, the age ,at whi ch males.
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APPENDIX TWO

Geographical Variation in the Sex Ratios of Infants

The arguments of Fisher (1930) and MacArthur (1965), now widely

accepted, predict that sexually reproducing organisms should

distribute their parental investment in equal quantities to male and

female offspring. However, parental investment may take many forms

(Trivers 1982), and animals may be selected to dispense different

kinds of investment at different rates to their sons and daughters

(Maynard Smith 1980). In Chapter ten, for example, I presented data

which suggested that female red-necked wallabies make a life-long

investment in their daughters, through tolerance of ecological

competition from them, while they stop investing in their sons at. the

time that those sons disperse. The interspecific comparisons drawn in

that chapter also suggested that this prolonged maternal investment in

philopatric daughters can be balanced by several kinds of early

investment in dispersing sons : in galagos, more males than females

are born (Clark 1978); in red deer, male calves suckle more than

female calves do (Clutton-Brock, Guinness and Albon 1982); while in

red-necked wallabies, subadult males spend more time feedin g with

their mothers than do subadult females.

The patterning of investment in sons and daughters may vary within

as well as between species. There is evidence of some such

inter-population variation in kangaroos : sex ratios of pouch young of

eastern grey kangaroos and red kangaroos tend to be biased in favour

of males in the drier parts of those species' ranges (Johnson and

Jarman 1983). Trends of this kind suggest that investment. in

individual females may be heavier in dry than in mild regions. In

this appendix, I report on a cline in the sex ratios of infant

red-necked wallabies; suggest how this might reflect a shift from one

form of early investment in males to another; and point out the data

that should be collected to allow us to either dismiss or favour the

hypothesis.



208.

Table 11.1 gives estimates of the sex ratios of pouch young from

five populations of red-necked wallabies, and a sex ratio of

young-at-foot. from a further population, together with climatic data

for each site. All of the sampled populations from Australia and New

Zealand are unconfined and, apart from some unselective removal of

animals in some populations, unmanaged. The English wallabies are

free-ranging in a large enclosure, and are lightly provisioned during

winter. Averages of temperature and precipitation are long-term means

for all months of the year. Seasonality of temperature is measured as

the difference between the mean temperatures for the hottest and
coldest months, expressed as a percentage of the mean temperature for

the hottest month. Sex ratios of pouch young did not vary

significantly with rainfall, but were significantly correlated with

mean temperature over the whole year (r=-0.91, 3 d.f., P<0.05); mean

temperature for the coldest month (r=-0.88, 3 d.f., P<0.05); and

seasonality of temperature (r=0.89, 3 d.f., P<0.05). Inclusion of the

young-at-foot sex ratio strengthened these conclusions (sex ratio on

temperature for the whole year : r=-0.93, 4 d.f., P<0.01; on
temperature for the coldest month : r=-0.91, 4 d.f., P<0.02; and on

seasonality of temperature : r=0.87, 4 d.f., P<0.05). Fig 11.1

illustrates the relationship between average temperature over the

whole year and sex ratio of infant wallabies. Infant sex ratios are

strongly biased in favour of males in regions experiencing cold

winters (Tasmania, New Zealand, England), but are closer to parity in

warmer, less seasonal climates (Warwick, Bonalbo, Wallaby Creek).

I suggest that the costs to young females of dispersal are likely

to be so important that daughters will inherit their mothers' home

ranges in all populations (see Ch. 11), but that the strong

association between mothers and subadult sons - which I observed at

Wallaby Creek, and which appears to balance later investment, through

continued association, in daughters - could be disrupted in cold,

strongly seasonal environments. In Tasmania, New Zealand and England,

young wallabies leave the pouch in early summer, and are weaned

several months later. If newly-weaned males in cold, seasonal

environments associate with their mothers according to the pattern

observed at Wallaby Creek, then they must do so through a cold winter,
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and disperse during or at the beginning of the following summer. The

relatively minor deterioration in pasture quality during winter at the

temperate Wallaby Creek site results in an increase in the distances

separating feeding wallabies, and a decline in the stability of
feeding associations (see Ch. 4). If this response to seasonal

deterioration of pasture were exaggerated in the severe winters at

higher latitudes, it is plausible that a strong association between

mothers and subadult sons would not develop in populations at high

latitudes, and mothers might instead equalise investment in male and

female offspring by producing males in greater numbers. In other

words, geographical patterns in the sex ratios of infant red-necked

wallabies might be generated by the inevitability of life-long

investment by mothers in their daughters, and variation in the
appropriateness of alternative forms of early investment in sons.

This hypothesis would be substantiated if it could be shown that

the strong association between mothers and their newly-weaned sons

which is seen in temperate regions did not occur in populations of

wallabies experiencing cold, severe winters, and would be disproved

were it shown that the patterns of association between mothers and

their sons and daughters did not vary with climate. Analysis of this

geographical pattern should also consider the possibility that

male-biased sex ratios of pouch young in cold regions arise in

response to a differential mortality of infant or subadult males in

such climates (see Fisher 1930). At Wallaby Creek, the sexes die at

similar rates up to the age at which males disperse (see Appendix I).
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